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Abstract
In this paper we study some properties of the inversion statistic. Some enumerative results
concerning the permutations of the multiset {xm11 ; xm22 } with respect to the inversion parameter
are established and it is shown that these depend on gcd(m1; m2). Using a “cycle lemma”, a
combinatorial proof of the results is given. Moreover, some applications to the Gaussian binomial
coe4cient are illustrated. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The inversion statistic is a well-known statistic on permutations of sets and multisets
studied by many authors [1,3,6,7,10,13]. A multiset is a set with possibly repeated
elements. Let Xn= {xm11 ; xm22 } be a multiset of cardinality n such that n=m1 + m2,
where x1¡x2. Given a word w=w1w2 : : : wn which is a permutation of Xn, the inversion
number of w is deBned as inv(w)= |{(i; j): i¡j and wi¿wj}|. Let
In; h= {w ∈ Xn : inv(w)≡ h (mod n)};
with 06h¡n, where Xn is the set of all permutations of Xn. We will illustrate that the
family of sets In;0;In;1; : : : ;In; n−1 is a partition of Xn, whose properties are connected
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to gcd(m1; m2) and to Raney’s Lemma [12]. We introduce the following cycle lemma:
if gcd(m1; m2)=d and w=w1w2 : : : wn is a permutation of Xn, exactly d of the
cyclic shifts: w1w2 : : : wn, w2 : : : wnw1; : : : ; wnw1 : : : wn−1 have an inversion number
congruent to h modulo n, with h≡ inv(w) + jd (mod n), and 06j¡n=d.
For any 06j¡n=d, let JIn; j =
⋃d−1
i=0 In; i+jd. By the cycle lemma, if gcd(m1; m2)=d,
then
| JIn;0|= | JIn;1|= · · · = | JIn; n=d−1|= dn
(
n
m1
)
:
We wish to point out that, if gcd(m1; m2)= 1, then
|In;0|= |In;1|= · · · = |In; n−1|= 1n
(
n
m1
)
: (1)
A classical result of MacMahon [10] provides the following formula for the distribution
of the inversion statistic over the set Xn of all permutations of Xn:
∑
w∈Xn
qinv(w) =
[
n
m1
]
q
where[
n
m1
]
q
is a Gaussian binomial coe4cient.
Therefore, by equipartition (1), the sum of the coe4cients of[
n
m1
]
q
=
∑
l¿0
pl(m1; m2)ql
with l congruent to h modulo n is (1=n)
( n
m1
)
, where 06h¡n. For example, the multiset
{xm11 ; xm22 }, with m1 = 7 and m2 = 4 gives[
11
7
]
q
which is equal to
1+ q+ 2q2+ 3q3+ 5q4+ 6q5+ 9q6+ 11q7+ 14q8+ 16q9+ 19q10+
20q11+ 23q12+ 23q13+ 24q14+ 23q15+ 23q16+ 20q17+ 19q18+ 16q19+ 14q20+ 11q21+
9q22+ 6q23+ 5q24+ 3q25+ 2q26+ q27+ q28 =
30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30
and since d=1, n=11, we obtain:
∑
k¿0 ph+12k(7; 4)=30=
1
11
(11
7
)
, for each 06h¡10.
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Then, we show a further property of the inversion statistic. Let Jm1 ; h be the class
of permutations of Xn having the Brst element equal to x1 and the inversion number
congruent to h modulo m1:
Jm1 ; h= {w= x1w2 : : : wn ∈Xn : inv(w)≡ h (modm1)};
with 06h¡m1. For any 06j¡m1=d, let JJm1 ; j =
⋃d−1
i=0 Jm1 ; i+jd. We have the following
sub-lemma:
if gcd(m1; m2)=d and w=w1w2 : : : wn is a permutation of Xn, then exactly d of
the cyclic shifts: w1w2 : : : wn, w2 : : : wnw1; : : : ; wnw1 : : : wn−1 have the Brst element
equal to x1 and inversion number congruent to h modulo m1, with h≡ inv(w) +
jd (modm1), and 06j¡m1=d.
From this lemma, we deduce that if gcd(m1; m2)=d, then
| JJm1 ;0|= | JJm1 ;1|= · · · = | JJm1 ; m1=d−1|=
d
m1
(
n− 1
m1 − 1
)
:
Since (d=m1)
(n−1
m1
)
=(d=n)
( n
m1
)
, we have the interesting result
| JJmi; h1 |= | JIn; h2 |=
d
n
(
n
m1
)
;
where 16i62, 06h1¡mi=d and 06h2¡n=d.
We now give a summary of the paper. In Section 2, we prove the cycle lemma and
some enumerative results. In Section 3, we show that, from the results of Section 2,
the sub-lemma and a property which presents a curious analogy with the Chung–Feller
Theorem follow [2,4]. We point out that this sub-lemma may be considered as a
generalization of the cycle lemma deBned by Narayana in [11]. Finally, in Section 4,
some applications of our results concerning the Gaussian binomial coe4cient are found
by using the result of MacMahon.
2. A cycle lemma
Assume, without loss of generality, that the elements of the multiset Xn are x1 = 1 and
x2 = 2 (i.e., Xn= {1m1 ; 2m2} and n=m1 +m2). Let w=w1w2 : : : wn be a permutation of
{1m1 ; 2m2}. We deBne the operator # in the following way: #(w)=w2w3 : : : wnw1, which
carries out a cyclic shift of w. Therefore, the inversion number of #(w) is such that
• if w1 = 1, then inv(#(w))= inv(w) + m2,
• if w1 = 2, then inv(#(w))= inv(w)− m1.
Thus, i consecutive applications of # produce
• if wi =1, then inv(#i(w))= inv(#i−1(w)) + m2,
• if wi =2, then inv(#i(w))= inv(#i−1(w))− m1.
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Table 1
The cyclic shifts of w=112111212111 and their corresponding inversion number
Cyclic shifts inv inv(mod 12)
w=112111212111 14 2
#1(w)= 121112121111 17 5
#2(w)= 211121211111 20 8
#3(w)= 111212111112 11 11
#4(w)= 112121111121 14 2
#5(w)= 121211111211 17 5
#6(w)= 212111112111 20 8
#7(w)= 121111121112 11 11
#8(w)= 211111211121 14 2
#9(w)= 111112111212 5 5
#10(w)= 111121112121 8 8
#11(w)= 111211121211 11 11
Since −m1≡m2 (mod n), the previous relations give
inv(#i(w))≡ inv(w)− m1i (mod n): (2)
Now, we require to determine the number of cyclic shifts of w whose inversion number
is congruent to h modulo n, with 06h6n − 1, that is the number of i for which
inv(#i(w))≡ h (mod n), with 06i¡n. This is equivalent to the determination of the
number of solutions of congruence
inv(w)− m1i≡ h (mod n): (3)
Let us consider the following classical theorem [8, p. 29]:
Theorem 1. Let gcd(a; n)=d. Then the equation ax≡ b (mod n) has no solutions if d
does not divide b. If d divides b then it has exactly d solutions.
Since gcd(m1; m1 + m2)= gcd(m1; m2), from Eq. (3) and this theorem, where a=
− m1, x= i and b= h− inv(w), we deduce the following cycle lemma:
Cycle Lemma 2.2. Let gcd(m1; m2)=d and w be a permutation of Xn. Exactly d of
the cyclic shifts w; #1(w); : : : ; #n−1(w) have inversion number congruent to h modulo
n, with h≡ inv(w) + jd (mod n), and 06j¡n=d.
For example, consider the multiset {1m1 ; 2m2}, with m1 = 9 and m2 = 3. Table 1
shows the cyclic shifts of the permutation w=112111212111 and their corres-
ponding inversion number modulo n=12. Note that inv(w)= 14, d=gcd(m1; m2)=
3 and 3 of the cyclic shifts w; #1(w); : : : ; #11(w) have inversion number con-
gruent to h modulo 12, with h=2; 5; 8; 11 (i.e., h≡ inv(w) + 3j (mod 12) and
06j¡4).
In some cases, some of the cyclic shifts of a permutation are equal. For example, the
permutation w=211121112111 is made up of a subsequence repeated three times in w,
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Table 2
The cyclic shifts of w=211121112111 and their corresponding inversion number
Cyclic shifts inv inv(mod 12)
w=211121112111 18 6
#1(w)= 111211121112 9 9
#2(w)= 112111211121 12 0
#3(w)= 121112111211 15 3
which we call period and this is T =2111. The number of diNerent cyclic shifts of w is
equal to the length of the period (i.e., four) and these sequences are w=211121112111,
#(w)= 111211121112, #2(w)=112111211121 and #3(w)=121112111211. In this case,
inv(w)= 18, d=gcd(m1; m2)= 3 and there is only one distinct cyclic shift of w whose
inversion number is congruent to h modulo 12, with h=6; 9; 0; 3 (see Table 2). We
point out that, in any case, we have the same number of distinct cyclic shifts of w
whose inversion number is congruent to h modulo n, with h≡ inv(w) + jd (mod n),
and 06j¡n=d.
Let us denote the set {w; #(w); : : : ; #(n−1)(w)} by Sw. Since the family {Sw: ∀w∈Xn}
is a partition of the set Xn (i.e., Sw ∩ Sw′ = ∅ or Sw = Sw′ for each pair w; w′ ∈Xn),
from Lemma 2.2 we deduce that # is a bijection between In; i and In; i+jd, for each
06j¡n=d. Consequently,
|In; i|= |In; i+d|= · · · = |In; i+jd|= · · · = |In; i+(n=d−1)d|
for each 06i¡d. The multiset {19; 23} of the previous example gives
|In;0|= |In;3|= |In;6|= |In;9|;
|In;1|= |In;4|= |In;7|= |In;10|;
|In;2|= |In;5|= |In;8|= |In;11|:
The sets In;0; : : : ;In; n−1 are disjoint, thus if JIn; j denote In; jd ∪In;1+jd ∪ · · · ∪
In; d−1+jd, with 06j¡n=d, we have
| JIn;0|= | JIn;1|= · · · = | JIn; n=d−1|:
The family JIn;0; JIn;1; : : : ; JIn; n=d−1 is a partition of the set of all the permutations of Xn,
and so:
Theorem 3. If gcd(m1; m2)=d, then | JIn; j|=(d=n)
( n
m1
)
, where 06j¡n=d.
Remark 4. The major of a permutation w, maj(w), is the sum of all integers j such
that 16j6n− 1 and wj¿wj+1 (see [1]). MacMahon [10] proved that
∑
w∈Xn
qmaj(w) =
∑
w∈Xn
qinv(w) =
[
n
m1
]
q
:
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Table 3
The cyclic shifts of w=1121121 and their corresponding inversion number modulo n=7
Cyclic shifts inv inv(mod 7)
w=1121121 4 4
#1(w)= 1211211 6 6
#2(w)= 2112111 8 1
#3(w)= 1121112 3 3
#4(w)= 1211121 5 5
#5(w)= 2111211 7 0
#6(w)= 1112112 2 2
The bijection deBned by Foata [6] transforms a permutation having major h into a per-
mutation having inversion number h. Therefore, there is a bijection from Mn; h= {w
∈Xn : maj(w)≡ h (mod n)} to In; h. Consequently, from the previous equipartition re-
sults for the distribution of the inversion statistic there follow equipartition results for
the distribution of the major statistic.
2.1. The case gcd(m1; m2)= 1
In this subsection, we examine the multiset Xn= {1m1 ; 2m2} when the gcd(m1; m2)= 1.
Cycle Lemma 2.2 gives a good corollary, similar to Raney’s Lemma [12].
Corollary 5. If gcd(m1; m2)= 1 and w is a permutation of Xn, then exactly
one of the cyclic shifts of w has inversion number congruent to h modulo n, with
06h¡n.
For instance, the multiset {1m1 ; 2m2}, with m1 = 5 and m2 = 2 is such that
gcd(m1; m2) = 1. Table 3 shows the cyclic shifts of the permutations w=1121121
and their corresponding inversion number modulo n=7. Notice that, there is only one
cyclic shift of w having inversion number congruent to h modulo 7, for each 06h¡7.
By this corollary (or Theorem 3),
Corollary 6. If gcd(m1; m2)= 1, then |In; h|= 1n
( n
m1
)
, where 06h¡n− 1.
Now, we look at the property of the greater common divisor: gcd(a; n)=
gcd(a + (k − 1)n; n) for k¿1. If a=1, then the previous equality becomes
gcd(1 + (k − 1)n; n)= 1 for k; n∈N0. From this remark and Corollary 6 it follows
that
|Ikn+1; h|= 1kn+ 1
(
kn+ 1
n
)
;
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1
2
w=122121221λ = (2,3,5)
Fig. 1. A partition = (2; 3; 5) of 10 into 3 parts each no bigger than 5 and its corresponding permutation
w=122121221 of {14; 25} having inversion number 10.
where 06h¡n− 1. Moreover, if k =2, then we obtain |I2n+1; h|= [1=(2n+ 1)]
(2n+1
n
)
,
i.e., the well-known Catalan numbers [5,9].
An application of Corollary 6 concerns the number of partitions of an integer number
(see [1]). There is a bijection between the set of permutations of {1m1 ; 2m2} having
inversion number k and the partitions of k into at most m1 parts each no bigger
than m2. To each partition is associated a graphical representation in which each
part is represented by a column of squares. The columns are placed in increasing
order from left to right. Let  be a partition of k into at most m1 parts each no
bigger than m2. If we look at the graphical representation of  in a rectangle of size
m1×m2 having vertices in (0; 0); (m1; 0); (0; m2) and (m1; m2) so that the right-lower
corner of the graphical representation is in (m1; 0), then the “top-boundary” of the
graphical representation describes a lattice path from the origin to (m1; m2) (see Fig. 1).
The number of squares under the path is its area, which is equal to k. By coding
each horizontal step of this path with 1 and each vertical step with 2, we obtain a
permutation w of {1m1 ; 2m2} having inversion number k. Fig. 1 illustrates a partition of
10 into 3 parts each no bigger than 5 and its corresponding permutation w=122121221
of {14; 25}. By this bijection:
Proposition 7. Let gcd(m1; m2)= 1 and pk(m1; m2) be the number of partitions of k
into at most m1 parts each no bigger than m2. Then, for any 06h¡n,
∑
j¿0
ph+jn(m1; m2)=
1
m1 + m2
(
m1 + m2
m1
)
:
3. A further property
In this subsection, we consider the inversion number modulo m1 instead of n.
Table 4 shows the cyclic shifts of the permutations w=1121121 of the multiset {15; 22}
and their corresponding inversion number modulo m1 = 5. We can see that there is ex-
actly one cyclic shift of w having the Brst element equal to 1’s and inversion number
congruent to h modulo 5, for each 06h¡5. We shall explain this property. By per-
forming the operator # on a permutation w of {1m1 ; 2m2} the inversion number changes
as follows:
• if wi =1, then inv(#i(w))= inv(#i−1(w)) + m2,
• if wi =2, then inv(#i(w))= inv(#i−1(w))− m1.
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Table 4
The cyclic shifts of w=1121121 and their corresponding inversion number modulo n=5
Cyclic shifts inv inv(mod 5)
w= 1121121 4 4
#1(w)= 1211211 6 1
#2(w)= 2112111 8 3
#3(w)= 1121112 3 3
#4(w)= 1211121 5 0
#5(w)= 2111211 7 2
#6(w)= 1112112 2 2
By considering modulo m1 instead of n we obtain that the inversion number of
#i(w) increases only if wi =1. Therefore, the variations are linked to the positions
of 1’s:
inv(#i(w))≡ inv(w) + |w1 : : : wi|1m2 (modm1);
where 06i¡n and |w1 : : : wi|1 is the number of 1’s in the Brst i elements of w. The
reader can check this property in the previous example. By denoting the positions of
the 1’s in the sequence w by 16i1¡i2¡ · · ·¡im16n, we get
inv(#ik (w))≡ inv(w) + m2k (modm1);
for 16k6m1. Now, we require to determine the values k such that inv(#ik (w))≡ h
(modm1), with 06h¡m1. This is obtained by solving the congruence:
inv(w) + m2k ≡ h (modm1):
From this equation and Theorem 1 it follows that
Exactly d of the cyclic shifts #i1 (w); #i2 (w); : : : ; #im1 (w) have inversion number
congruent to h modulo m1, with h≡ inv(w) + jd (modm1), and 06j¡m1=d.
The cyclic shifts whose Brst element is “1” are: #i1−1(w); #i2−1(w); : : : ; #im1−1(w) and
inv(#ik−1(w))= inv(#ik−1 (w)) for 16k6m1. Therefore,
Lemma 1. Let gcd(m1; m2)=d and w be a permutation of {1m1 ; 2m2}. Exactly d of
the cyclic shifts of w have a 8rst element equal to “1” and inversion number congruent
to h modulo m1, with h≡ inv(w) + jd (modm1), and 06j¡m1=d.
For example, 1’s positions in the sequence w=1121121 are i1 = 1, i2 = 2, i3 = 4,
i4 = 5 and i5 = 7. In this case, gcd(m1; m2)= gcd(5; 2)=1 and exactly one of the
cyclic shifts of w has inversion number congruent to h modulo 5, with 06h¡5 (see
Table 5).
There are the same number of distinct cyclic shifts of w whose Brst element is
“1” and the inversion number is congruent to h modulo m1, for each h≡ inv(w)+
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Table 5
The cyclic shifts of w=1121121 have the Brst element equal to “1” and inversion number congruent to h
modulo 5, with 06h¡5
Cyclic shifts inv(mod 5)
#0(w)=#i1−1(w)= 1121121 4
#1(w)=#i2−1(w)= 1211211 1
#2(w)= 2112111 3
#3(w)=#i3−1(w)= 1121112 3
#4(w)=#i4−1(w)= 1211121 0
#5(w)= 2111211 2
#6(w)=#i5−1(w)= 1112112 2
jd (modm1), and 06j¡m1=d. We recall that
Jm1 ; h= {w=1w2 : : : wn ∈Xn : inv(w)≡ k (modm1)};
with 06k¡m1, and so by Proposition 3.1:
|Jm1 ; i|= |Jm1 ; i+d|= · · · = |Jm1 ; i+jd|= · · · = |Jm1 ; i+(m1=d−1)d|;
for each 06i¡m1. The sets Jm1 ;0; : : : ;Jm1 ; m1−1 are disjoint, thus if JJm1 ; j denote Jm1 ; jd ∪
Jm1 ;1+jd ∪ · · · ∪Jm1 ; d−1+jd, with 06j¡m1=d, then we have
| JJm1 ;0|= | JJm1 ;1|= · · · = | JJm1 ; m1=d−1|:
Since the family JJm1 ;0;
JJm1 ;1; : : : ;
JJm1 ; m1=d−1 is a partition of the set of all the permuta-
tions of Xn whose Brst element is equal to “1”, it follows that:
Theorem 2. If gcd(m1; m2)=d, then | JJm1 ; j|=(d=m1)
( n−1
m1−1
)
, where 06j¡m1=d.
Analogously, | JJm2 ; h| = (d=m2)
( n−1
m2−1
)
. Since (d=m1)
( n−1
m1−1
)
= (d=n)
( n
m1
)
, from
Theorems 3 and 2 we deduce the interesting result:
Corollary 3. If gcd(m1; m2)=d, then | JJmi; j|= | JIn; k |= dn
( n
m1
)
, where 06j¡mi=d,
06k¡n=d and i=1; 2.
Last remark of this subsection concerns the case gcd(m1; m2)= 1. In this case,
|Jmi; j|= |In; k |=
1
n
(
n
m1
)
;
where 06j¡mi, 06k¡n and i=1; 2. If m1 =m + 1 and m2 =m, then |Jm+1; j|=
|I2m+1; k |= [1=(m + 1)]
(2m
m
)
, that is, the cardinality of sets is equal to the Catalan
numbers.
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Remark 4. There is a celebrated theorem concerning Catalan numbers, originally es-
tablished by Chung and Feller [4], which may be stated as follows. The number of
minimal lattice paths of length 2m from the origin to the point (m;m) having 2k
steps (exceedence equal to k) above the diagonal x=y is [1=(m+1)]
(2m
m
)
independent
of k.
This result presents some similarities with our result. In fact, the number of permuta-
tions of {1m+1; 2m} having the Brst element equal to 1 and inversion number congruent
to k modulo m+ 1 is [1=(m+ 1)]
(2m
m
)
independent of k.
From the bijection between permutations and partitions described in the previous
section, there follows a bijection between the set of lattice paths from the origin to
the point (m;m) having area k and the set of permutations of {1m+1; 2m}
having the Brst element equal to 1 and inversion number congruent to k modulo m+1.
The relation between the exceedence of any lattice path from the origin to (m;m) and
the area of the lattice path is investigated by Narayana in [11]. He provides a simple
proof of the Chung–Feller theorem basically using a cycle lemma [11, p. 25, Lemma 1]
concerning the area of the paths of length 2m and a relation [11, p. 27, Theorem] be-
tween exceedence and area. Narayana’s cycle lemma may be considered as the special
case of Lemma 1 when m1 =m+ 1 and m2 =m.
4. Applications
In this section, we show some applications of the previous results to the Gaussian
binomial coe:cient:
[
m1 + m2
m1
]
q
=
(1− qm1+m2 )(1− qm1+m2−1) : : : (1− qm2+1)
(1− q)(1− q2) : : : (1− qm1 )
=
∑
k¿0
pk(m1; m2) qk :
We will describe some interesting properties of these polynomials and we wish to
point out that the results of the previous section provide a combinatorial interpretation
of these properties.
The classical result of MacMahon gives the following formula for the distribution
of the inversion statistic over the set Xn of all the permutations of {1m1 ; 2m2}:
∑
w∈Xn
qinv(w) =
[
n
m1
]
q
;
where n=m1 + m2. This means that pk(m1; m2)= |{w∈Xn : inv(w)= k}|.
Since |In; h| = |{w ∈ Xn : inv(w) ≡ h (mod n)}| =
∑
k¿0 ph+kn(m1; m2) and
JIn; j =
⋃d−1
i=0 In; i+jd with 06j¡n=d, from Theorem 3 we deduce that
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Property 1. If gcd(m1; m2)=d, then for each 06j¡n=d:
d−1∑
i=0
∑
k¿0
pi+jd+kn(m1; m2)=
d
n
(
n
m1
)
:
For example, the multiset {19; 23} of the Brst example in Section 2 gives [ 129 ]q which
is equal to
1+ q+ 2q2+ 3q3+ 4q4+ 5q5+ 7q6+ 8q7+ 10q8+ 12q9+ 13q10+ 14q11+
15q12+ 15q13+ 15q14+ 15q15+ 14q16+ 13q17+ 12q18+ 10q19+ 8q20+ 7q21+ 5q22+ 4q23+
3q24+ 2q25+ q26+ q27 =
19 18 18 19 18 18 19 18 18 19 18 18
and since d=3, n=12, we obtain
∑2
i=0
∑
k¿0 pi+3j+12k(9; 3)=19+18+18=55=
3
12(12
9
)
, for each 06j¡4.
Property 2. If gcd(m1; m2)= 1, then for each 06h¡n:
∑
k¿0
ph+kn(m1; m2)=
1
n
(
n
m1
)
:
An example is illustrated in the Introduction.
The results of Section 3 allow us to determine a further property of the Gaussian bi-
nomial coe4cient. Since |Jm1 ; h|= |{w=1w2 : : : wn ∈Xn : inv(w)≡ k (modm1)}|=∑
k¿0 ph+km1 (m1−1; m2) with 06k¡m1, and JJm1 ; j =
⋃d−1
i=0 Jm1 ; i+jd with 06j¡m1=d,
by Theorem 2.
Property 3. If gcd(m1; m2)=d, then for each 06j¡m1=d:
d−1∑
i=0
∑
k¿0
pi+jd+km1 (m1 − 1; m2)=
d
m1
(
n− 1
m1 − 1
)
:
By taking again the multiset {19; 23}, we have that n− 1=11, m1− 1=8 and [ 118 ]q
is
1+ q+ 2q2+ 3q3+ 4q4+ 5q5+ 7q6+ 8q7+ 10q8+
11q9+ 12q10+ 12q11+ 13q12+ 12q13+ 12q14+ 11q15+ 10q16+ 8q17+
7q18+ 5q19+ 4q20+ 3q21+ 2q22+ q23+ q24 =
19 18 18 19 18 18 19 18 18
We obtain
∑2
i=0
∑
k¿0
pi+3j+9k(8; 3)=19 + 18 + 18=55= 39
(11
8
)
, for each 06j¡3.
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Property 4. If gcd(m1; m2)= 1, then for each 06h¡m1:
∑
k¿0
ph+km1 (m1 − 1; m2)=
1
m1
(
n− 1
m1 − 1
)
:
The multiset {17; 24} gives n− 1=6, m1 − 1=6 and[
10
4
]
q
is
1+ q+ 2q2+ 3q3+ 5q4+ 6q5+ 9q6+
10q7+ 13q8+ 14q9+ 16q10+ 16q11+ 18q12+ 16q13+
16q14+ 14q15+ 13q16+ 10q17+ 9q18+ 6q19+ 5q20+
3q21+ 2q22+ q23+ q24 =
30 30 30 30 30 30 30
Thus
∑
k¿0 ph+7k(6; 4)=30=
1
10
(10
4
)
, for each 06h¡7.
Finally, we know that (d=n)
( n
m1
)
=(d=m1)
( n−1
m1−1
)
, and so by Properties 1 and 3:
Property 5. If gcd(m1; m2)=d, then for each 06j¡n=d
d−1∑
i=0
∑
k¿0
pi+jd+kn(m1; m2)=
d−1∑
i=0
∑
k¿0
pi+jd+km1 (m1 − 1; m2):
5. Conclusions
We illustrated a cycle lemma for the inversions of multiset permutations and an
analogy between this lemma and Raney’s Lemma. From our lemma we deduced a
combinatorial proof of some enumerative results concerning the permutations of the
multiset {xm11 ; xm22 } having inversion number congruent to k modulo n, for k¡n. Then,
we described a cycle sub-lemma from which we deduced some enumerative results con-
cerning the permutations of the multiset {xm11 ; xm22 } having inversion number congruent
to k modulo m1, for k¡m1. This sub-Lemma may be considered as generalization of
the cycle lemma deBned by Narayana [11]. We wish to point that these results provide
a combinatorial interpretation of some interesting properties of the Gaussian binomial
coe4cients.
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